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Coloniam is a massively multiplayer virtual reality experience only game that allows you to create colonies and develop your islands into thriving metropolises. The idea is to create a universe from scratch with no predetermined restrictions on how things can look and play. You will take on the role of the colony's leader
and mastermind in order to guide your people's progress toward prosperity through the acquisition of skill-based building permits and the production of resources. As the colony grows, so will your people and their buying power. The game has been created for you to experience the greatest interactive open world in the
world. The game is now available for PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone, Google Cardboard and coming to Oculus. Launch Trailer: Enter the world of Coloniam: Buy Coloniam at About Perfect Country Perfect Country is a unique country building game. Innovative user-friendly interface, excellent gameplay, lots of ways to advance
your country, humorous characters, all in an enjoyable and relaxing experience. With a solid foundation of fun and cooperation, Perfect Country will help you get along with your neighbours. Create your own country, make your laws and go around the world. There are many challenges along the way for you to meet.
About Live to Order VR Live to Order VR is a mini-golf game created with virtual reality in mind. Live to Order VR is a solo mini golf adventure game where you must use your kart to save the customer. Touring the Island of Adventure, you will be completing mini-golf courses. The mini-golf courses are very fun and you
will get to make friends along the way. As you make friends and complete courses, you will earn coins and unlock new items. About New Renaissance New Renaissance is a multiplayer online game that is a combination of puzzle and strategy games, The objective of the game is to become the richest character in New
Renaissance. When you have enough money, then you can become a real lord in this game and start to rule. The game is based in the city of New Renaissance. You can use your character skills to fight your enemies and take their money. About Kingdom Paradise Kingdom Paradise is a multiplayer online game where
you can play with other players from all around the world. Play during

Features Key:
Difficult achievements to jump to next difficulty
Control the destiny of your character and test your skills as a magician.
Unlock the "spirits" corresponding to the movements of the moon

Q: Why does this function only return last value? I use this code in PHP to generate a random value: function random_integer($min, $max) { return rand($min, $max); } I can echo the random value like this: echo ' '; I also have a calculation function. It has to return a random value: function random_result($min_a, $min_b,
$max_a, $max_b) { $random = random_integer(1, $max_a) - random_integer(1, $max_b); return $random; } I can echo a random value like this: echo ' '; When I try to assign the value of the calculation function to another variable, I don't understand why this last value is duplicated for each line: $rand = random_integer(1,
10); $rand = $rand + random_integer(1, 10); echo '
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	random_number: '.random_integer(1, 10).'
	random_result: '.random_result(10, 20, 12, 1).'


